Teach you 43 strokes to easily travel around the world on the Internet
Posted April 30, 2016

If it can be achieved, no one would refuse to travel around the world! In fact,
most people are likely to have had the dream of traveling around the world ,
due to take place not many true reality . Many reasons , no money, no time ,
insecurity , etc., any of which are difficult to deal with . Why not try the online
travel around the world? Although only superficial , but after all we can do.
The following is the online travel around the world 43 kinds of ways :
Fun Earth network focused on global outbound travel video site
Hornet travel abroad Raiders professional, sophisticated outbound tourism
Raiders
A free exercise guide overseas outbound travel site navigation
The Big Picture blog larger HD picture, with major international news
Sina Fun Earth polymerization of high-quality global travel, all HD FIG.
Figure godfather a senior Sina bloggers blog in an attempt to say the world
Google Earth three-dimensional virtual globe, exploring Earth software
prerequisites
360-degree real photos Google Street View 9 countries 135 cities
China holographic three-dimensional network of large panoramas
Panoramas Denmark a holographic website
Photosynth Microsoft’s website holography
Global Yahoo Yahoo portal localization world
Universal MSN MSN portal localization world
EarthCam viewing of hundreds of cameras in real time by the World Landscape shooting
Wikipedia search such as “World” entry commenced knowledge of the world tour
Google Maps map from this point of view purely around the world
AllMyFaves 24 countries, site navigation, including Chinese
Kadaza 13 countries, site navigation, exceptionally fine
Site navigation to see well-known foreign websites, with the site presentation and Rating
World68 and “go and see” similar to a Web site navigation
DMOZ largest site categories, included countries excellent website
Yahoo Category reasonable, very practical website Categories
Alexa Alexa directory site quality included the highest possible
Global Google world Google search engine
Universal will be the world’s countries will be search engine
Global search engine independently developed by the world local search
Google News Search aggregates local news around the world
Newslookup polymerization in various areas around the world headlines
Guinness World Record at an angle to the limits of human understanding
Google Website 1000 Google announced the world’s highest traffic sites of 1000
Alexa website 500 published global Alexa traffic top 500 websites
Google Public Data Explorer large, global public interest in the data set
Gapminder kind of data-based view of the world
UN data most authoritative world development data
Government Amoy “Amoy URL” finishing governments around the world Site Map
Baidu tourism simple and intuitive understanding of national customs
Youku around a sub-section of the world Youku Travel Channel
JLC’s Internet TV you can watch TV programs from all over the world.
Good easy network depends on many global television and radio can be found here
Documentary Documentary Companion can be more truly reflect the actual situation
Global digital library can be more deeply reflect the ethnic cultures in the world.
Global geographic sub Sina Sina science and technology sections, a good place to expand horizons
Since 1888 National Geographic has been inspiring people to care about the planet
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